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The story of a child refugee who faced her fears, found her home and accidentally made

historyWhen she was just nine, Golriz Ghahraman and her parents were forced to flee their

home in Iran. After a terrifying and uncertain journey, they landed in Auckland where they were

able to seek asylum and - ultimately - create a new life.In this open and intimate account,

Ghahraman talks about making a home in Aotearoa New Zealand, her work as a human rights

lawyer, her United Nations missions, and how she became the first refugee to be elected to the

New Zealand Parliament.Passionate and unflinching, Know Your Place is a story about

breaking barriers, and the daily challenges of prejudice that shape the lives of women and

minorities. At its heart, it's about overcoming fear, about family, and about finding a place to

belong.
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it is now, began the day I left Iran at the age of nine. I’ve spent my adult years protecting that

little Iranian girl from being erased, because that day was also the day life as she knew it

ended. She never saw her friends, her cousins, or her school again. She had to learn most

truths about daily life over again. Little of what had shaped her as a person — who she was or

wanted to be — would exist in her new home. In fact, she would only encounter a small roomful

of people who looked like her, knew her language or world, either in person or in fiction.I think

of that nine-year-old girl often and wonder where she would be now had her life not been

unhinged so suddenly, so deliberately, when she boarded that plane. Still in Iran, now in her

thirties, she would speak and think and dream in Farsi, abilities I lost so fast it was almost

traumatic once I realised they were gone. She might be a lawyer too. That much is possible.

Maybe the urge to rebel and speak out is innate in us, so the oppression would be too hard for

her to bear in silence. Maybe that oppression has made her stronger, a real-life freedom

fighter, which I can’t claim given that all this freedom I’m now afforded in Aotearoa takes some

of the rebellion out of the outspokenness. Maybe she paid that terrible price we were all fearful

of: ending up in the notorious Evin prison.Or perhaps, under the weight of convention, she

would be married and have children now. I wonder, does knowing what is expected of you

make it easier to feel contented or complete?I recall that nine-year-old’s strong sense of self,

which has never been whole in me again. Leaving my homeland as a child has suspended me

between worlds, so it is never possible for me to be fully Iranian — but the experience of

having fled Iran is exactly why I will never be ‘fully’ anything else either. The experience of

leaving makes the identity of a foreigner forever more acute. It binds us to other children of

foreign origin as a tribe, more so than to our own original or adopted cultures. Given I will never

know who I would have been had I not left Iran, I must have begun existing the day we flew out

of our then homeland, never to return.That day was greeted as a triumph. It wasn’t an ending; it

was a fresh start. Getting out was something everyone around me spoke about for as long as I

could remember. Enforcement of what the regime called Islamic law had begun in earnest the

year I was born, as did the bloody eight-year war waged against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. My

childhood was peopled with a generation of adults in a state of perpetual shock as new

oppressions and indignities flooded their lives, as an army of amputees returned from war, as

weeping mothers mourned their martyred sons. Once in a while, people would disappear. That

meant either exile, prison, or, as we’d discover some time later, death at the hands of the

regime. For us, it was exile that released all that pressure and fear that had defined our daily

lives. No wonder then that I walked onto that plane determined to shed everything, the good

with the bad. What wouldn’t you give to be free from fear?My memory of that morning in late

September 1990 begins with waking up in my uncle M’ammad’s apartment in Tehran. It was

before sunrise, cold and half-dark. We were drowsy automatons, going through the motions of

getting dressed and putting the last of our things into already-packed bags, while being careful

not to wake M’ammad’s daughters, who were around my age and had school later that

day.Tehran traffic was notorious even then, even at dawn, so we were leaving hours before our



flight. Driving in my uncle’s car, I remember the grey smoggy sky, the crush of apartment

blocks, and roads with so many vehicles jammed on them that the lane markings were

meaningless.I hadn’t grown up in Tehran. I had spent my childhood moving between Mashhad

and Urmia, where my dad’s and mum’s families were, and thought of these places as home.

Mashhad in the north-east — near the border with Afghanistan — is a big dusty suburban city,

nothing like the cosmopolitan Tehran. It’s famous as the second city of Shi’a Islam. Urmia is

right across the country in the north-west, almost bordering Turkey. Green and lush, it’s home

to an open secularism that comes with diversity, where Sunni, Shi’a, Jewish and Armenian

communities happily mingle. But the final scenes of Iran in my mind are of that tense drive in

the grey Tehran dawn.Tehran was the last of three rounds of goodbyes we made. At no point

did we tell anyone of our intention to flee, but no one was in doubt about that. It was an

extraordinary expense for people like us to go on an overseas tour to begin with, and truly

bizarre to go around conscientiously saying a fond farewell to people in person before what

was supposedly just a two-week trip. In Mashhad, where I was born and we lived, we took a

few days to visit my parents’ best friends and close relatives, including my grandma and two

uncles’ families. I remember the extended tight hugs; the kisses on each cheek, then each

cheek again; the squeezed hands; the welled-up tears fought back. These goodbyes were

profound for their permanence.I know the hardest goodbye that round was my dad’s to his

mum, Maman Naz (lovely mama), as she was to me. He had been a self-professed and proud

mama’s boy his whole life, and they remained close until she passed away in October 2017.

Since we never felt safe enough to go back into Iran, he never got to see her as her health

declined, even when she was moved to hospice care. He couldn’t go home for the funeral.As

difficult as those Mashhad goodbyes were, they were a picnic compared to the harrowing

scene at Urmia airport before we flew to Tehran for our final leg.My mother is the middle child

of seven. They grew up largely on vineyards in Western Azerbaijan, which my grandma’s family

had owned for generations. The women of my mother’s family are passionate people,

remarkably loving and extraordinarily close to one another. We split our time between Mashhad

and Urmia during my childhood in Iran, because my mother could hardly bear to be apart from

them. That closeness seems to be deeply rooted in their Kurdish heritage and a deep

connection with their homeland — the vineyards of Western Azerbaijan. I always felt like an

observer of this, since I never became proficient in their native dialect. But even being a little on

the outside, the warmth of their familial culture was always electric.Even though Iranian

vineyards couldn’t make wine after the revolution, my grandmother held on to them as well as

growing other kinds of fruits and walnuts. We spent a lot of time there on the land, the whole

family chatting and preparing food, eating and laughing hysterically at a series of much-

repeated in-jokes. There was generally a party on weekend nights. Members of the enormous

extended family took turns hosting, and we all danced the traditional Kurdish line dance with

scarves. All this happened at fever pitch on our last short visit before leaving the country.My

mother always said she married a man from across the country so she could get away and find

her independence, but I think moving to Mashhad only intensified her sense of belonging to her

own people, and they to her. When we left, the tears came hot and fast. Almost the whole

family was there: her two sisters, her brother, all their children, her aunts, and their adult

children. My grandmother’s two youngest children, my aunt and uncle, had escaped the

country soon after the revolution. She hadn’t seen either of them for a decade, and still felt that

loss keenly. At the airport, she was visibly distraught, though trying hard to hold it together for

my mum as we said goodbye. It was a whirlwind, given the number of people. I felt

overwhelmed, as I usually did with the emotional openness on that side of the family. I’d never



been too demonstrative, and I remember feeling guilty that I wasn’t crying and clutching at

everyone the way they were all doing. I also remember, most vividly, that my little grandma had

to be restrained by security, because she kept walking through the barriers beyond where only

ticket-holding travellers could go. She kept ignoring everyone and walking faster, calling for my

mum to turn around so she could get a final look at her face. They were speaking in their

dialect, Azeri, which I understood enough to know that they were reassuring each other,

laughing about the next time we would all sit and eat my grandma’s giant Turkish meatballs

together. I felt lucky to be permitted in that inner sanctum; it was unconditional love made

palpable, so it was harrowing to have it ripped away. We never ate meatballs with my grandma

again.For my part I was acutely aware of the fact we were leaving for good and prepared for it

silently in the weeks preceding. I had listened to those whispered conversations about fleeing,

about seeking asylum, and about the few people we knew who had made it out. I knew it was a

kind of salvation. I wasn’t afraid of it, but I knew people didn’t really come back.I made a

concerted effort to take snapshots in my mind’s eye of every special place and person I was

parting with. I still carry these with me. I would sit on my bed and look in each direction for a

few seconds, without blinking. I wanted to particularly remember the white-and-pink closet wall

unit across the back wall of my room, which we had painted ourselves only a year or so earlier.

I was proud of the colour scheme, which I had chosen myself.On its shelves was an overflow of

books, ranging from picture books to young adult books, which I had just begun reading and

loved, all in Farsi. The last Farsi books I read were a biography of Helen Keller and a little

compendium of the biographies of important historical figures like Gandhi and Abraham

Lincoln, illustrated with watercolour portraits. I would lie on the floor in a sea of chaos,

switching between different books, which would inevitably be left strewn across the carpet. (I

never did learn to put things back once I was done playing with them. It was the bane of my

mother’s life.) It wouldn’t be until twenty years later, when it was finally safe for my aunt to send

them, that I would get to see and hold a few books from my precious collection again.On the

top shelf above the books sat dozens of tiny glass animals. I had been collecting them for a

couple of years with my pocket money. They weren’t expensive, but it would still take me a few

weeks to save up for one. Then I would go to the mall and spend hours examining all the

animals, from exotic lions and tigers to farm animals like little pink pigs, before very carefully

choosing my next purchase. It was a whole production marked with build-up and ceremony.I’d

sit on my bed, looking at all these objects to memorise their places, textures and colours. This

slow, deliberate process of letting go was necessary. It meant that, even now, I remember how

everything sat around our home, and in my friends’ rooms. I even know what times of day we

visited significant people in our lives before we left, because I remember how the light hit

people’s faces.I couldn’t take any of these things with me, because we couldn’t let on that we

were leaving forever. That would have set off alarm bells.We were lucky that exit visas had

become more available in that winter after the war with Iraq had ended, though they were still

limited. They came in the form of lucrative tours to select countries that allowed Iranians entry

(read: other Islamic states or those who were not themselves signatories to the Refugee

Convention). We were booked to take some kind of luxury tour of Singapore and Malaysia that,

for a holiday, cost a huge amount. I assume this was how the tour operators could secure the

exit visas, through some serious kickbacks up the chain. We had spent almost our entire life’s

savings and abandoned everything for the tickets out. We looked at it, though, as an

investment in our freedom. It was a secure way out, in among a group, organised by people

who had a business interest in getting us out. But there was no guarantee until that plane was

in the air with us on board.We had to look the part, so packing for this trip was as bizarre as



the journey itself. We knew we would be searched and questioned ad nauseam as we left the

country. We couldn’t risk any sign that we were leaving for good. We bought new clothes to

wear on the plane to look the part of international travellers. We packed light bags. I was only

allowed a couple of toys, and about ten days’ worth of outfits. I chose two of my favourite tiny

china figurines, a cat and badger, gifted by my friend Jeiran, and two soft toys, a scruffy yellow

teddy-bear and a fluffy elephant.No one tells you how warped life has to get before you realise

you have to leave forever. Leaving Iran was such a long time coming that it already felt historic

in the chronology of my nine-year life, even as it was happening. Maybe that’s why I remember

it with such filmic detail and in bursts of significant scenes.My uncle dropped us off at Tehran

Airport, which was chaotic and overflowing with people. I was constantly being pressed into a

towering adult in front of me — not my mum or dad necessarily — as entire families hustled

past nervously. Everyone was either a uniformed official or travellers in their best curated

Islamic dress, in black, grey, brown, with maybe white or navy thrown in. No one dared stand

out. For women, there had been a decade of tugging forward hijabs, checking and re-checking

if their outfits were loose enough, long enough, didn’t look too expensive or ‘foreign’. I’m always

shocked and fascinated by how Iranian women have pushed back those first overbearing dress

codes to a place where they can now wear jeans in public.There was immense tension in every

encounter with officials in that first post-revolutionary decade. The airport embodied the

absolute pinnacle of that tension. Not only were we coming face to face with a wall of regime

officials, searching every inch of our belongings and person, but we were seeking the most

contentious of privileges — to leave the regime’s realm of control. This was a realm where

everything from phone lines to private conversations in places of work were surveilled, where

everything from the evening news to the strands of hair on a woman’s head was jealously

watched over by the ‘Guardians of the Revolution’. Leaving could be considered high treason.

Of course, just about anything could be considered treason, and anyone could disappear into a

torture chamber or quietly appear in a shallow grave for just mouthing off to one of these

officials. Playing the wrong music at a wedding, reading the wrong book, wearing a tie — any

of these things could indicate your allegiances were offside. It was that constant state of terror

that marked my childhood. I felt it too with all the adults at that airport. It meant I wanted to

leave as badly as my parents, who were escaping a much more tangible personal

danger.There was an inexhaustible variety of officials to placate: immigration officers, ordinary

guards, Pasdars (the regime’s moral police or, more accurately, militia). We were separated by

gender and strip-searched in little curtained cubicles. I kept close to my mother and silently let

the woman in the black shroud inspect my shoes and pat under my clothes. Then there was

the grilling. They spat questions at us, at everyone, and moved us about the place. They used

the demeaning familiar tense, which in Farsi is used to denote hierarchy akin to a master

addressing a servant, and is rarely used between strangers except by adults addressing

children. That’s how the regime spoke to its public: ‘Biya,’ ‘Boro,’ ‘Baz kon,’ ‘Bedeh be man’ —

‘Come,’ ‘Go,’ ‘Open this,’ ‘Give me that.’ They demanded women hand over jewellery, separated

families for interrogation. Women tugged their hijabs forward on their foreheads and tried not to

make eye contact. Everyone made appeals to God and the prophet, his daughter Fatimah, in

rhythmic chants. At the airport, stakes were high. Everyone involved knew what the right

answers were, how to give them, the personas to adopt, but the power of forcing the charade

was enough for the officials. The anxiety and contempt we all felt was not enough to stop

them.Once all the searches and questioning was over, we were ready to push on, but not

before I caused a near disaster that almost changed everything. My dad had given me a small

zipped bag to hold, a man bag if you will. He told me to hold on to it for a minute, to not put it



down. Then he turned to deal with the man searching our final bag. By this stage, I had been

up since dawn, and was drowsy and overwhelmed. I must have put that little bag down the

moment he passed it to me. When he turned back to grab the bag, I didn’t have it. It wasn’t on

the ground, not on the counter next to me. It had vanished. Panic set in. He became frantic,

asking me where I had put it. My mum got involved, telling him he shouldn’t have given it to a

child, interrogating the guards nearby. It turned out that little zipped bag, which I can still

somehow see so vividly, held all our passports, documents and whatever amount of cash we

were allowed to exchange and take with us. No one standing near me could tell us where the

bag had gone. Within a few minutes, they put a call on the airport intercom and threatened to

close the exits in the main area. Then, the guard standing next to me reached up to a cubby

hole above the security check line and pulled the bag out. He could suddenly see it, he said.

We thanked him, but not without shooting accusatory looks at him. We were close to tears and

shaking.We boarded the plane and sat with me between my parents, busily straightening

ourselves out, buckling seatbelts, performing a shaky calm. The plane finally took off, but that

isn’t the end of it for Iranians. The real collective sigh of relief comes when the pilot declares us

in international airspace. Back then at least, many women would defiantly pull off their hijabs;

my mother did. Despite the curated boarding process, she didn’t miss her first chance at

shedding the possessive control of the regime. I promptly fell asleep and woke up just before

landing as dazed as I was that morning, but we hurried through a far simpler airport

experience, and finally into the colourful balmy new world. That initial joyous escape has drawn

me back to South-east Asia again and again, but it was short lived during that first trip.Our brief

visit to Malaysia and Singapore was tense. It felt like an eternity of holding our breaths and

trying to act natural, waiting for the moment to skip out to our real destination. Hilariously, none

of the other Iranians on that tour were there to explore South-east Asia either. No one had any

interest in sampling the local cuisine or seeing the water puppet shows on our schedule. Most

of them were there to buy electronics to import back to Iran, breaking trade sanctions. There

was almost no attempt to disguise this once we landed, and the tour organisers didn’t seem

too worried.We knew the right to claim asylum was not available in Malaysia or Singapore, so

we couldn’t stay. We were there to play the part of tourists while we secretly invested all we

had in flights to anywhere with a stopover in Auckland. A cousin of my dad’s lived in New

Zealand with his family, which was why we were trying to go there. Complicating matters, we

needed the flight to leave at around the same time as our return flight to Iran so the tour

organisers weren’t alerted to our leaving early. I can barely imagine the fear my parents lived

under. Iranians weren’t supposed to do anything without regime approval, least of all move

freely outside the regime’s realm of power. Everyone could be a spy and a fair few were.At

some point, my dad managed to buy the tickets we needed, headed to Tonga with a stopover

in Auckland, where we planned to claim asylum. Claiming asylum is the process by which a

refugee applies to have their refugee status recognised, once they enter a country like New

Zealand where the Refugee Convention is law. Before that, we are ‘asylum seekers’. Claiming

asylum is not only legal in New Zealand; it is a fundamental human right. The right was

recognised in the aftermath of the Holocaust, after the ‘civilised’ Western world reckoned with

the harrowing reality that it had blocked its borders and actually turned back ships loaded with

asylum seekers escaping Nazi persecution. We collectively recognise that refugees have a

right to claim asylum, because without that right most other human rights they hold are

undermined. In fact, it is specifically illegal to sanction refugees for being without passports or

using false travel documents, since the first step to persecution is usually to make travel

impossible for the persecuted group. The Third Reich cancelled Jewish citizenship rights well



before the death camps came to be, making the killings possible, as it made it possible for the

world to turn its back. For refugees lucky enough to escape or even to afford travel, leaving

solves only half the problem. Arriving in a country that recognises those rights is an equally

formidable obstacle to safety. Even though the St Louis made it out of Nazi Germany with

thousands on board, the fact she was not allowed to dock once she made it to the United

States is why around a third of the returned refugees on that ship were later murdered in the

death camps.Landing in Auckland Airport without visas to enter New Zealand meant we had to

escape from the transit lounge to access our rights. The anxiety of our time in that white transit

room was a whole fresh hell. Stakes were far higher now — we were actually in danger of

being returned, which would mark us as dissidents attempting to flee. I knew we could lose

everything, that my parents could be imprisoned. I knew that in Iran people were tortured and

killed in prison. Everyone talked about the number of dozens of lashes people were given for

infractions like drinking alcohol. Everyone talked about executions as a pretty common end to

an arrest or disappearance. We knew at least two people who had met with that end already.

So I sat silently as my parents tried to figure out the exits. At least at the gauntlet of Tehran

Airport, we knew the rules. We knew what to say, how to dress, what to hide. Now in an

unfamiliar place, we were suddenly helpless. That was the first time I realised that, from now

on, my parents would not have the answers to most of our everyday problems. They had no

experience of the systems or social protocol, and only basic English they picked up in

university courses years ago. It was useless to tell officials we were refugees in the transit area

because we had no right to claim asylum outside of New Zealand (which technically the transit

area was) and no right to enter. That would, in fact, ensure we were watched and sent away.So

we sat and waited for an eternity. Finally, we got up the courage to walk out toward the

escalator, but we were intercepted. It makes me laugh to think of it now. The person stopping

us was trying to be helpful. He asked if we were lost, because we were leaving the transit

lounge. We assumed he was there to make sure people didn’t escape, so we thanked him and

went back to our seats. After another lifetime of staring at the clock and straightening our

clothes nervously, we made another dash for it. This time we weren’t stopped. I still think about

that moment when I stepped on the escalator separating international space from New

Zealand soil. The set-up is completely different now, but I like to think it’s the same cosmic

stairway.Once we reached the ground floor, we scrambled for the first official-looking person

and told him we were refugees and asked to be processed. We were taken aside to a desk

where two people in uniform interviewed us. Their manner was warm and casual, without

alarm or hostility. My parents were audibly relieved and grateful. Their first question to me, half

mimed and translated back by my overwhelmed parents, was, ‘Are you hungry?’ I still can’t

think of that moment without fighting back hot tears. I said I was fine. Then they asked us if we

were carrying any fruit or plant products. We said no, but my shoe had come off and there was

a leaf in it, which was taken away for scientific study or cremation. Then we were given the

opportunity to exercise our right to speak with a lawyer. Our relations here had given us the

name and phone number for Coral Shaw, later Judge Shaw, who spoke to Immigration and

agreed to help us.We made one more phone call, to my dad’s cousin. He came to fetch us from

the airport. That’s right: we were released into the wild, having been given access to food, legal

rights and community support within the first hour of being in this new place. It felt like landing

on a warm beach and taking a deep breath after almost drowning. We were exhausted and

elated. The adults talked and talked in the car ride home. My parents exchanged stories with

my dad’s cousin about all the luck we had had making it here. He told them a little about

Auckland, about the roads, or shops or whatever we happened to pass. I sat quietly behind the



driver’s seat, taking in the scenery. Auckland was cool and humid after some rain. I thought the

houses looked like the thatched houses from cartoons, with the pitched roofs we didn’t have in

Iran. I had been drawing houses like that my whole life even though Iranian houses had flat

roofs. I remember the colours and the light were so different than in Asia. The blues seemed

lighter, more aqua; the greens were almost in soft focus. Mostly, I remember that there was just

so much green — open lawns in front of every house, more parks and reserves than I’d ever

seen in my life. It felt profound to me that the place that had become synonymous with freedom

would be filled with nature. I knew immediately that I was going to like it here. That I was going

to be okay.2After the revolutionIt was a decade of upheaval that brought us to Tehran Airport

that grey morning. Understanding our flight means knowing also what we lost and gained

thereafter. My childhood years in 1980s Iran saw the inception of images and rhetoric about us

as angry ‘Islamists’ which allowed current perceptions of the Middle East, but particularly Iran

as embodying some ‘Axis of Evil’, inherently aggressive and at war with the West. Meanwhile

we lived the lives of ordinary people under so much frightening oppression that we ultimately

abandoned our home forever. It is important to know what that looked like from the inside,

because, for most refugees, that part of our lives is what is lost to the world. The tragedy for my

family — for refugees the world over — is that our nation’s descent into fundamentalism,

violence, and general instability was not only the basis for our flight, but the basis of the

prejudice against us in our new lives.By the time I was born, in January 1981, Iranians were in

the eye of the storm. The ‘Islamic Revolution’, as the post-revolutionary regime came to call it,

was over, but the reality of its aftermath was yet to set in. For secular Iranians like my family, it

felt like my generation were born into a hyper-politicised world experiencing a catastrophic

downward spiral. But there was that tiny window immediately before and after the revolution

when the best was possible. Our parents had changed their world, toppled the old guard. They

were empowered and brave and, in that moment, free. That was the Iran I was born into.What

ultimately shaped my childhood was the panic that set in as that idealism and fervour turned

into confusion and defeat for the adults around me. That played out against the backdrop of a

bloody war against Saddam Hussein’s Iraq.Only eighteen months or so before I was born,

almost everyone in our vast, diverse, ancient country was either directly affected by or

personally involved in a colossal uprising. I have realised that what I know of the revolution is

reflective of the sentiment held tight by my parents’ cohort of secular university students,

Leftists, who marched against the Shah but did not see the Islamic regime as its end point.

Their memory is not uniformly representative of Iranian revolutionaries, certainly not of the vast

numbers who did march for Islam, the poor Shi’a majority who were in different ways lifted by

the regime that came. The Iranian Revolution was one of the largest popular revolutions in

modern history. Millions of people from all walks of life put their bodies on the line to protest the

authoritarian monarchy and nationalise the oil resource. The revolutionaries were students,

Socialists, Communists, Islamists, and ordinary people aching for change. The thing that made

their revolution both incredibly special and deeply tragic is that it was a true grassroots

movement, driven by the desire for democracy, social justice, and independence. It came as a

total shock to the rest of the world, because Iran was not experiencing an obvious financial or

political crisis that would necessitate regime change. Revolutions ordinarily follow economic

collapse, unsuccessful war, or military coup.That this revolution was driven by the people and

during relative calm betrays an uncanny level of socio-political awareness among a huge

proportion of that now-oppressed people. They didn’t accept what the Shah had offered. They

were not satisfied with mere secularism, a halfway democracy, or just a bit of access to their

nation’s great oil wealth. They rejected the corruption and violence by the Shah’s own secret



police, the SAVAK, who killed and tortured dissidents. They revolted, screaming for public

services like education in the provinces and quality public healthcare, and protesting against

government spying. They understood the way foreign interference and internal nepotism was

affecting their democracy. They weren’t giddy about the embrace of American presidents and

European monarchs. They were not content with wearing mini-skirts and listening to The

Beatles as if they were Westerners. They wanted substantive equality with the West; a

democracy in function, not just form. It is important to remember that the revolutionary

generation of Iranians were Middle Easterners who revolted because they had an

understanding of their place in the international world order as equals. They believed

themselves deserving of representative democracy and human rights.That they were

successful in bringing regime change is magical. That their revolution was so completely

hijacked as to leave them far more oppressed than ever before is a heartbreak that this

generation has never overcome. In triumph, they became the forgotten voices of their

generation, of Iran, and of the Middle East. They then watched the world reimagine them as a

faceless mass of ‘backward’ Islamists holding the US Embassy hostage, perpetually at war or

endlessly ignorant, a humiliation that shaped my life as it became my parents’ burden. We have

been defined in varying degrees by the idea that we are fundamentalists or violent as we

interact with the world around us as refugees. We remain simultaneously victim escapees and

suspects of collusion with our own abusers.By the time I was old enough to remember, all that

was left of that enormous popular uprising were comically large and inescapably recurrent

images of the Ayatollah Khomeini overwhelming every public space. His brow, always in a knit,

and his eyes, scornful, presided over our lives. He was in every classroom, above the counter

at the corner store, always in the background of whatever was on TV. The image of Khomeini

with a black turban and a piercing stare is burned in my mind’s eye as the defining image of my

childhood in Iran. It still makes me shudder to think about, as I suspect it was designed to do.

By then, it was his revolution and his Iran. The narrative was simplified to one of an Islamic

Revolution aimed at bringing the Ayatollah to supreme power, and sold, lock, stock, and barrel,

by both the regime itself and the Western media.This was what created the panic in my

parents and their contemporaries. They were on the outside with all the world, and outsiders in

their homeland. They were written out of history and driven underground in Iran itself, even as

they were part of a victorious majority only moments earlier.I learned a different narrative about

the revolution from those idealists parenting my friends and me. They frantically told us their

story, over and over, looking to set it straight. They were looking for redemption. They needed

us to know that they had not meant the harm that came.Once the Shah was deposed, a gaping

power vacuum emerged and was filled at whirlwind pace by the charismatic Ayatollah. He had

been exiled as a dissident by the Shah years before and had become a dissident leader to

various extents since. But the revolution was in no way a monolithic movement of his followers.

So how had the Ayatollah emerged and consolidated power so thoroughly?A big part of the

problem was inequality. I think what the students and Leftist revolutionaries like my parents had

underestimated is that the working-class masses were not being brought along by the political

movement that purported to represent their interests. That is a common blind spot I can now

see in Leftist politics from first-hand experience. So while the secular revolutionary groups were

fighting to nationalise oil and end imperialism in order to address poverty, those actually living

in poverty resented them. They were seen as part of the same elitist class structure oppressing

the poor.The Islamist wing of the revolution spoke directly to the working classes, who were

broadly more religious, and had suffered discrimination and abuse as the Shah’s

‘modernisation’ agenda was imposed upon the country at a fast pace. Women of my



grandmothers’ generation had in fact been forcibly stripped of their hijabs, which must have felt

similar to Muslim school girls when they were forced to remove their daily garb under French

law in 2004. While the secular revolutionaries were wearing the latest ’70s protest wear and

dancing in co-ed clubs, the religious poor felt excluded from modern cultural and economic

development.Eventually, the imposition of Islamic rule was successfully framed by the regime

as a class win. In a solidly Trumpish move, the Islamic regime told us it was ridding Iran of elite

cronyism as it appointed its own thoroughly underqualified people to high office in every arena

of life. In turn, it won an army of working-class defenders. The religious poor were called upon

to impose strict Islamic codes, whether as moral police, or in any leadership role previously

closed off to them, including at universities. The vetting of institutions was done swiftly and

caused a mass exodus of intellectuals, experts and others with actual experience in every

sector. Thus, as has happened again and again all around the world, a revolt against inequality

was transformed into a culture of anti-intellectualism via an appeal to pseudo-religious rites.It is

important to note that even those who did support or admire the Ayatollah before the revolution

mostly had no idea of his intention to lead the next regime as an Islamic dictator, which he

quickly became for all intents and purposes. Yes, Iran is a constitutional democracy in name,

with regular elections and high voter participation. In reality, the Grand Ayatollah has the final

word on most things, including who may run as a candidate in elections. That, at least, is

specified transparently in their system. But even where the constitution safeguards democracy,

like the separation of powers between the courts and government, these laws have never been

upheld.A parallel ‘Revolutionary’ system, imposed in the earliest days of the revolution, trumps

the law of the land, from the Revolutionary Guard who police dissidence with total impunity to

the Revolutionary Courts who impose harsh sanctions extrajudicially and in secret. To what

extent democracy can be said to exist in the context of a moral police and torture chambers is

not really a question for most of us. None of this was ever part of the revolution’s purpose, or

foreseen by the vast number screaming against the Shah’s own corrupt political

crackdowns.Having inherited the need to make these points at every opportunity, I devoted my

Master’s thesis at Oxford to exposing this constitutional hypocrisy. The Iranian justice system

enforces the death penalty at one of the highest rates in the world. I set my mind to a study of

what defines an institution as ‘judicial’. Transparency and independence from political entities

came up in every human rights–based definition, in every region. We are taught that human

rights and justice itself is a Western ideal, but, from the African system to the Koran itself, the

basics of what we see as fairness in modern Western judicial systems appear again and again.

My study concluded that there is a broad consensus that an institution can’t call itself a ‘judicial

institution’, a court of law, unless it is politically independent, transparent, applies pre-existing

law and provides for effective defence against its accusations. Iranian executions emanating

from the Revolutionary Courts are not exercises of judicial sanction. They are targeted political

murder.As the new regime revealed its brutality, it quickly eclipsed the Shah’s tyranny in every

way. For one thing, it never made the mistake of sending opponents to exile only to have them

re-emerge some time later. If they got away, it followed them. Even in Europe, Iranian refugees

were being assassinated for their political affiliations in the 1980s. Back home, the population

lived in confused terror. The nation that had just led a record uprising for democracy now grew

mass graves of Communists, Socialists, Mojahedin (anti-government rebels), teenagers who

handed out political flyers. It felt like everyone had family and friends who had been captured,

lashed, tortured or killed. Those conversations became the norm, including among my parents

and their friends. They inevitably would not realise that we children had emerged for a snack or

forget we were nearby playing, so we could often overhear such conversations. They were in



shock. That much was obvious. It became normal to be afraid for your parents, your older

siblings, your cousins, your friends’ parents. By the time I have a living memory of life in Iran,

Iranians lived in constant fear of their own government.Worse still, the regime itself formed the

same old allegiances, propped up via cheap oil sales for weapons bought from the USA, even

Israel. All the while it forced us all to chant death to both those nations before class every

morning and on TV every night. Like the Shah, the Islamic Republic was an oppressive regime

backed by foreign powers, while Iranians fell to new depths of inequality.The regime is one

thing, but we know as Iranians that Iran has been constantly under siege, from the Iran–Iraq

war to the ongoing US sanctions, renewed aggressively by the Trump administration with the

persistent threat of war. Iran is held back, as its neighbours have been, by internal dictatorship

and deliberate external oppression.In 2011, when the Arab Spring first hit the news in New

Zealand, my dad asked, ‘So who’s behind all this?’I responded, ‘Students. It’s a popular

uprising.’He smiled a father-knows-better smile that made me feel naïve. ‘That’s what we

thought in 1979. It’s either Islamists or the army, propped up by the West,’ he said. What he

meant is that, as opaque and complex as politics is in the Middle East, we can’t know for sure

who the political actors really are. I didn’t disagree.The experiences and trauma of my parents’

generation marked the lives of their children. My parents were actively involved in the protest

movement of the revolution. Both in their early twenties, idealistic and political, they marched

every day during the height of revolt. My friends, cousins, and I all grew up with stories of those

mass marches, the chanting, the violence. It sounded scary, but also exhilarating. The stories

were sometimes told with breathless excitement about just how many people turned out to

march, or how the Shah couldn’t subdue them even when the army was sent out, even as

tanks rolled out. They kept marching and chanting in the face of death because they wanted

freedom. They wanted the West to know that Iranians could see through this crony Emperor,

that they could take their country back. Other times, the tone of their stories was sombre. There

was an apologetic resentment about the outcome. They shook their heads at their own dumb

idealism, at the fact that they thought they would ever be able to take their country back, at the

notion that the West would ever let the Middle East own its own resource. Our revolution had

happened soon after the oil price hikes in the 1970s, which lost our Shah a little of his Western

support base. It all seems so clear now. Maybe the West was ready to deal with a real dictator

rather than a halfway one. Either way, whether the overthrow of the Shah was really led by the

people or nudged along by external forces, what was clear in 1980s Iran was that they had not

chosen their new leaders. They were confused and panicked, never sure how it had all gone so

wrong.They asserted over and over that they were marching against corruption and not for

religion. They talked a lot about the Shah selling their nation off to the West, about the huge

gap between the haves and have-nots in such a rich country, about the lack of regional

infrastructure. They gave far too much detail, truth be told. That was because the Shah years

were fast seeming like a lost paradise. They wanted it noted that he was brutal and ineffective,

but they did not revolt against his secularism. They didn’t mean for women to be forced into

Islamic dress. They weren’t savages. They didn’t say that part out loud, but they seemed very

concerned that the world and their children would think just that, because the revolution had

done a lot to take the country backward. The history books were closing in around them,

blaming them for dragging one of the most advanced and stable countries in the Middle East

‘back to the dark ages’.Much of the retelling was about their ‘free’ lives before the revolution.

They were telling us who they were, who they had been, hoping the oral history would protect

them from complete erasure. That generation — at least the middle-class student

revolutionaries around me — retold stories about wearing the latest mod styles, indulging in



hippy culture with flared jeans and long androgynous hair, at parties with any manner of the

latest Western music or the likes of Googoosh (the Iranian queen of pop) playing, as if they

were creation myths. Without them, we might forget who we really were and suddenly believe

in the Ayatollah.When I read Shirin Ebadi’s autobiography, Iran Awakening, I smiled reading

over the descriptions of how Westernised life in Tehran was, how Ebadi and her fiancé met in

cafés where young men and women mingled freely. I was struck by the similarity in tone and

detail to the stories my parents told. Even to the renowned lawyer and Nobel Laureate, it was

important to remember how ‘modern’ and ‘normal’ Iranians would be were it not for the current

regime. To that generation, painting that image was as urgent as exalting the true purpose of

the revolution. It is important to note that the Islamic Regime’s interpretation of Shi’a Islam or

its enforcement were not based on what the majority of those responsible for revolution had

understood to be Iranian culture, although most did identify broadly as Muslim, whether

practising or not, and as nationalists.The compulsion with which these stories are told betrays

a sad truth that, as Iranians, we need to tell stories about how Westernised Iran was, in

reaction to prejudice that portrays being Middle Eastern as somehow backward and repressed.

Central to all this was the affirmation that Iranians were part of the contemporary world. There

is truth to the descriptions too, though the experiences were not universal to all Iranians; in fact,

the majority were not indulging in lifestyles or fashions that get trotted out now to prove how

great Iran was before the revolution. But it was a bit true, and constantly retold to me. My dad

was well into The Beatles, and he’s still pretty committed to Pink Floyd and the Eagles, though

to mid-twentieth-century Iranians, European cinema and music were just as engaging as

American pop culture. Given everything had to be dubbed anyway, the Anglo world didn’t have

a huge advantage in reaching Iranian audiences. To my parents and their set, the sky-high

hairstyles and knee-high boots were Brigitte Bardot references. Their own cutting-edge popular

music and cinema interwove and built upon Western themes. Women in Iranian magazines and

pop culture embraced everything from 1960s mod to flowing hippy styles mixed in with their

own signature coaled eyes and gold jewellery.My mother and her three sisters were big into cat-

eye makeup and perilously high hemlines. They wore their hair in razored layers or flat with a

centre part — some fusion of Euro-mod and Middle Eastern hippy. A lot of their photos from

this time show them dancing in big groups of young people in a line, as Kurdish people do,

wearing mini dresses, bright patterns, and laughing brightly. Maybe there’s some fancy shisha

in the corner just out of shot. My mum talks about how they all went off after school on

Thursdays to buy cheap bright fabrics, so they could sew new dresses to wear out that night.

Friday is the end-of-week holiday in Iran so Thursday night was prime time. They would go to

parties, cafés or music joints with all their friends and relatives. As long as I can remember,

Mum would recite these stories of how they would all dance with boys and wear the latest

fashions. She had anecdotes about the boys sometimes falling in love with her or one of her

sisters or friends. They would sneak their phone numbers into the girl’s coat pockets. Then she

would talk about where each person ended up. This person escaped to Canada. This one

didn’t get out in time and skipped the draft, so they were in hiding. That one became a Mojahed

and was living underground in Germany. These were my fairytales.My dad had been just such

a boy at some point, joining their group one summer when he came to town to stay with his

older sister. He was studying engineering at Shiraz University, and wanted to be with family

over the holidays. His sister and her husband and children, who were around my mum’s age in

their late teens, were renting the upstairs flat from my mum’s family. My dad had been played

up as their young, fashionable uncle. Photos show him sporting a grown out flop hair-do and

on-point side burns with a distinctive moustache, which he didn’t shave off until his fifties, here



in New Zealand. He wore a lot of fitted button-down shirts in various patterns and huge 1970s-

style collars. He also seemed to have gone on frequent co-ed ski trips with his brothers and

their girlfriends. There were photos of snow fights and women wearing jeans, walking around

with their male cohort, everyone’s floppy hair flying around their heads. I remember all these

photos with enduring detail, because, to my post-revolutionary Iranian child’s eye, they were

extraordinary. The images of the girls in the outdoors, at school, in cafés, wearing dresses and

flowers in their hair, standing next to male friends and boyfriends were mesmerising. They were

from a time and place, a utopia, that could not be.I know all my friends heard the same stories.

These tales became essential myths to us kids, told to us so that we could retell them, as if our

own identities as civilised members of modern human society depended upon preserving

those memories.I think the stories they told us focused on dress and gender interactions

because that became the immediate frontline of oppression under the Islamic regime. For

women, the frontlines were our bodies and how much we surrendered them to the will of this

new patriarchy. Of course, the frontline of most feminism has been women’s bodies, but this

patriarchy looked different to what Iranian and Western feminists had thus far encountered. We

were no longer being judged by how attractive we were to men, though our outward

appearance remained the centre of dispute. We were not expected to adhere to common

beauty standards or accept objectification. This was the exact opposite of the battle being

fought by second-wave feminists in the 1970s. Iranian women were forcibly desexualised,

stripped of colour, and made shapeless in public life. The female form was effectively outlawed,

shunned from view altogether. An affirming interpretation was that a woman’s value must not

lie in her physical allure to men, and the regime would protect us against that. In part, the idea

was that objectification of women was an evil begotten of Western imperialist influence. The

covering was itself presented as a nationalistic win.The way this law was explained to me in

Iran, by teachers and self-appointed guardians of that law, was through the Koranic verse that

told women to guard our modesty. It’s a simple verse that also instructs men to avert their eyes.

As has often been argued, it is very unclear whether any particular kind of covering is required

here, or whether it should cover women’s hair or bodies, but many Muslims and enforcers of

various types of Sharia have interpreted this to mean a head covering or full-body cloak-like

cover. It’s worth noting, though, that covering a woman’s hair for religious modesty is not

exclusive to Muslims, and probably arose from regional culture, since we see it in other

Abrahamic religious practices.To me, whatever the covering, the risk comes from

interpretations of the verse that say a woman must guard her modesty or she may incite sinful

thoughts and actions in men. The idea that we might ‘incite’ lust, adultery, or even sexual

assault, and that we are responsible in part for minimising that risk, is not only found in

interpretations of Islam. As women, still responding to questions about the length of our

hemlines in court, we know they exist in all cultures. In Iran, the proponents of this law openly

espoused that it was necessary for a woman’s safety and respectability to keep herself

covered. In effect, our bodies were being kept from sight for the pleasure of our husbands or

future husbands alone. Our government treated us as temptresses, capable of being party to

our own objectification, and a risk to public morality.The immediate and indisputable wrong was

that women were no longer allowed to choose for themselves. The reverse of this imposition

came a generation before it when women were stripped of their right to wear the hijab —

something modern Western and non-Western nations are now adopting under the guise of

protecting women’s rights and advancing cultural unity. At the time, a majority of women had

voluntarily moved away from the practice of wearing hijabs, but a large number of women

chose to wear the covering. The forcible removal of that right was equally traumatic and deeply



degrading to those who did believe the covering to be part of their religious duty and culture.A

perhaps unforeseen and little studied effect of the post-revolutionary imposition of Islamic

dress was the rise of feminism among working class and religious sectors of Iranian society.

Those women were suddenly empowered to take part in public life with far fewer restrictions

than before. Devoutly religious families were suddenly able to send their daughters or wives to

work and study in environments where they were now safe to practise their religion through

dress. A different demographic of women was suddenly gaining university degrees and holding

positions of authority. Of course, that change would not become apparent for some years. In

the immediate post-revolutionary decade, the crisis was in the regime’s overwhelmingly strict

and often violent imposition of control over women’s bodies and behaviour.My generation, and

those who came after, never got to see women and men interacting freely in public. That was

something we only knew from bootleg films. We never got to see women’s hair completely

uncovered, or their bare limbs, in public. We never saw men and women hug or hold hands

without some trepidation.That being said, Iran, even under the Islamic regime, has never

required women to wear a full-length shrouds (chadors) or cover our faces. We were never

banned from higher education or any particular profession. Women continued to work as

doctors, police officers, and even parliamentarians. I know, too, that things are different now, far

freer in some ways, certainly in the clothes women wear, than when my family left. I know that

the spirit of secularism and gender equity never died, and Iranians never forgot that the

controlled reality in which they live is not necessary or normal. I know that Iranians have inched

their way toward freedom in various ways, and — at least in urban centres — young men and

women can sit in pretty familiar-looking cafés drinking cappuccinos. And yet, for all the surface

shifts, young people can still disappear into torture chambers for filming dance videos and

posting them online.Even in my childhood years, as the most drastic changes came and were

so brutally enforced, there also came small heroic acts of daily resistance. Walking out of the

house became a daily ordeal. The extra layers of clothes that women were required to wear

included a headscarf, and a ‘manteau’ or long coat (a few French words are in regular Farsi

circulation since the French came through centuries ago) so their arms, legs, and hips were

covered over their trousers. Some chose the full-length chador. All the outerwear had to be in

dark or subdued tones, so black, grey, navy or dark brown were really all anyone was allowed

to wear in public. But despite these restrictions, women found ways to express their

individuality and dissent in different ways privately and in public spaces. All our photographs of

the time show intense shoulder pads and metallics, purples and pinks from the neck down.

From the neck up, women sported booming perms of varied lengths with details like a

headband or pushed-up bubble fringe. Those bubble fringes were the weapon of choice

against the hijab, becoming increasingly ambitious in height and outward protrusion from the

headscarf. Fuchsia and frosted pinks came out via lipsticks. So, at the risk of torture or lashing,

Iranian women pushed back. To be colourful or even sexualised was a way to express dissent

against the regime, not just in terms of the hijab but as an identity point against religious rule

altogether.For many of us, childhood in 1980s Iran meant accepting that the adults around us

were in shock. They were anxious, depressed and stressed to the point of being physically ill.

In fact, it became a bitter national joke that doctors regularly diagnosed people with almost any

physical ailment, from a heart condition to chronic pain in any given part of the body, with

‘stress’. Much of the stress came from having to edit our behaviour and politics in public, lest

we disappear into Evin Prison. Subtle rebellion in clothing, or lack thereof, became a way

people recognised each other as either comrade or regime supporter, though the very real fear

of spies meant strangers could never be trusted. That coded division was another way our



world closed in around us. Pre-revolution friendships and activist connections solidified as the

only safe associations for my parents.My parents and their friends would get together to talk

about politics ad nauseam. It wasn’t a grim obsession. They mixed it with dark humour and

slow informal dinners in each other’s kitchens. I remember a summer when they made a lot of

pizzas, which we would then eat out in the garden. My parents got very into figuring out the

recipes for the dough and the perfect sauce. Their friends, at that point all in their late twenties

or early thirties, would sit around listening to music, offloading about the state of the nation,

and chopping piles of pizza toppings. There was always some kind of sausage, grated cheese,

mushrooms and onions on a tomato base with a handful of dried oregano scattered over.

Sometimes they went overboard and threw on capsicums or shrimps, but for me they were

always best scantily topped so the delicious crispy base and sauce could shine. They would

roll out huge uneven blobs of dough that were in no way circular and a nightmare to cut into

easy-to-eat slices. They probably thought themselves culinary artisans.I generally had at least

one friend at these gatherings, though not all my parents’ friends had children my age. It was

normally one of two little girls: Aida or Venus. We would hang around the kitchen, coming and

going from my bedroom, or, if the weather allowed, we’d take a blanket and picnic on the tiles

in the garden. Every so often a new pizza might appear for us to eat. Summer nights were long

and children in Iran didn’t really have the strict bedtimes we tend to impose in the West. We’d

stay up until about 10 pm easily, then doze off, to be carried off to the car at the end of the

night.My dad would brew beer and distil what he called ‘vodka’ (which I’ve come to believe was

actually moonshine) in our basement. I’d often help him with brewing or testing the alcohol

levels, to my mother’s great dismay. He must have learned how to do this almost immediately

after the revolution, because some of my earliest memories are of hanging around in that

basement with him.
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